
2021-2022-AP Literature and Composition Course 

Syllabus-JMHS 

 

Course Description: AP English Literature and Composition is a challenging, rigorous, yet 

enriching course designed to provide students with the intellectual challenges and work ethic 

consistent with a typical undergraduate university English literature course. The works of 

literature chosen and syllabus are implemented in accordance with the recommendations of 

College Board, and many of the selections contain mature subject matter. With that being 

said, I would be happy to meet with parents to discuss the mature themes, language, and 

adult situations found in the selections. Although the students who will succeed in this course 

are academically able, they must also be motivated, self-directed learners.  

This course will prepare students to enter college and take the AP English Literature and 

Composition Exam given in May. All students are expected to take the AP English exam as the 

course is directed to this assessment. The reading and writing workload will be very extensive. 

Although some of the reading will be done in class, all students will need to dedicate time to 

read at home on a nightly basis in order to be prepared to write extended analysis both inside 

and outside of class. (SC 1, 6) 

This course follows the curricular requirements outlined in the AP Course Description. A 

general summary of this description is as follows: The purpose AP Literature and Composition 

is to engage students in the careful reading and critical analysis of imaginative literature. 

Through careful observation students will examine the textual details, considering a work’s 

social, cultural, and/or historical values. Both British and American authors will be featured, as 

well as works from the 16th Century to contemporary times.  (SC 4, 10)) 

Additionally, through close reading of the texts listed below, students deepen their 

understanding of the ways writers use language to provide both meaning and pleasure for 

their readers. As they immerse themselves in the text, students consider a work’s structure, 

style, and themes as well as such smaller-scale elements as the use of figurative language, 

imagery, symbolism, and tone. (SC2, 3) 

Writing assignments focus on the critical analysis of literature and include expository, 

analytical, and argumentative essays. While the bulk of student writing will be critical analysis, 

creative assignments will be given so students can use and practice the literary elements 

studied. (SC 7)                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                     



Students will be given opportunities to revise their work in a peer editing structure.  Students 

will be given graphic organizers, prompt feedback, and stylistic commentary to improve their 

writing and literary analysis. (SC 11, 12, & 13) 

 

Writing Expectations: Students will write at least one essay for every unit, often in response to 

a former AP exam prompt selected for that unit. Students will also write timed and un-timed 

style analysis pieces from selections of prose and poetry. In addition to responding to AP 

prompts and poetry, students will also write two document based argumentative essays 

centering on their Sparta and Dust Bowl units. Student presentations that involve writing are 

also a component. All untimed essays must be typed and include a properly formatted MLA 

works cited page. (SC 5) 

 Writing assignments for the year focus on different aspects of college-level writing. Persuasive 

and expository essays will include a focus on sound thesis, strong paragraphs with topic 

sentences, restating the analytical question, detailed evidence, and specific quotations for 

support, sentence construction, transitional sentences, strong conclusions and vocabulary 

fluency. (SC 15) 

Students should maintain a portfolio of their essays over the course of the year to document 

their improvement and to encourage thinking about their writing. Expository, analytical essays 

in which students draw upon text will also be emphasized.  Various rubrics, including the AP 

rubric, will be used and saved with each piece. Saving and reviewing essays and rubrics will 

also assist in preparation for the AP exam. (SC 8) 

 

 

 

 

Course Aims & Objectives: 

  

 1. Students will read and analyze significant works of literature and use these works to 

prepare for the open-essay exam question.  

 2. Students will learn and practice annotating text 

 3. Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering novels, 

drama, short stories, and poetry. 

 



 

                                                                                                         

4. Student will find and define new vocabulary words and keep these in a notebook. This 

notebook will be utilized when completing reading and writing assignments, including revision 

activities.   

5. Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering novels, 

graphic novels, drama, short stories, and poetry. 

 6. Students will become familiar with a variety of poems from different eras and poets, and 

learn a variety of poetry terms  

7. Students will analyze and explore a poem’s meaning and the effect of poetic devices 

8. Students will learn the function of figurative language within poetry or prose.  

9. Students will complete two document based research papers to coincide with their units on 

Sparta and The Dust Bowl.  

10. Students will learn to implement an assortment of graphic organizers to include the ACES, 

Keyhole, and Umbrella planners to organize their writing across all genres. 

11. Students will write timed essays responding to AP exam style prompts that demonstrate 

close reading skills and analyze understanding of theme and writer’s craft.  

12. Students will develop strategies for finding their “voice” in their writing.  

13. Student will peer edit, conference with the teacher, and revise and their work utilizing the 

aforementioned as well as self-evaluation through rubrics/scoring scales (AP, teacher created, 

or class created)  

14. Students will formally present ideas and lessons to classmates on selected topics in 

literature and poetry.  

15. Students will improve their skills in answering multiple-choice questions based on prose 

and poetry texts, and through various test taking strategies. 

 16. Students will learn to perfect their sentences through in-context grammar and structure 

lessons derived from their own writing.  

17. Students will be arranged in a Kagan cooperative learning environment in order to 

facilitate group discussions and peer editing. 

 

 Poetry Boot Camp- Agoge Style 



No Man Is an Island by John Donne- metaphor& personification 

                           (Week 1 Day 2-Review literary devices- Introduction- Cornell Notes) 

                       -Students will learn and practice annotating text. 

                       -Students will analyze a poem’s meaning & the effect of poetic devices 

 I Am a Rock by Paul Simon- Tone, alliteration, metaphor & narrative pace 

                            (Week 1 Day 3&4- Close Reading Activity- Aces Response) 

                        -Students will learn to implement an assortment of graphic organizers to include 

the ACES, Keyhole, and Umbrella planners to organize their writing across all genres. 

                        -Students will write timed essays responding to AP exam style prompts that 

demonstrate close reading skills and analyze understanding of theme and writer’s craft.  

The Fog by Carl Sandburg- Imagery & metaphor 

                            (Week 2 Day 1- Cornell Notes – Literary Device Exemplar) 

                       -Students will learn the function of figurative language within poetry and prose. 

It’s Alright Ma by Bob Dylan-Tone, allusion, and consonance 

                            (Week 2 Day 2&3-Lyric Interpretation – Timed AP ACES Response) 

                       -Students will learn to implement an assortment of graphic organizers to include 

the ACES, Keyhole, and Umbrella planners to organize their writing across all genres. 

                        -Students will write timed essays responding to AP exam style prompts that 

demonstrate close reading skills and analyze understanding of theme and writer’s craft.  

O, Captain, My Captain by Walt Whitman- Tone, symbol, and imagery 

                            (Week 2 Day 4-Literary Device Exemplar- Cornell Notes) 

                         -Students will become familiar with a variety of poems from different eras and 

poets, and learn a variety of poetry terms  

   

Unit 1- This is Sparta! 

Novels: Gates of Fire by Stephen Pressfield – Class Set 

                            (Weeks 2-9- Independent Reading Response Booklet) 

                        -Students will read and analyze significant works of literature and use these 

works to prepare for the open-essay exam question.  



                        -Students will learn and practice annotating text 

                       -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering 

novels, drama, short stories, and poetry. 

                 300 (Graphic Novel)-by Frank Miller 

                            (Weeks 2-9- Compare/ Contrast 300 & Gates of Fire) 

                    -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering 

novels, graphic novels, drama, short stories, and poetry. 

 

Short Stories: The Things They Carried by Tim O’Brien “The Man I Killed”, “Ambush”, & “Style” 

                            (Weeks 3 & 4- AP Timed ACES Response- O’Brien’s use of Tone & Repetition) 

                    - Students will develop strategies for finding their “voice” in their writing. 

                    -Students will learn and practice annotating text  

                    -Students will improve their skills in answering multiple-choice questions based on 

prose and poetry texts, and through various test taking strategies. 

 

                       An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge by Ambrose Bierce (PDF) 

                            (Week 5- Plot Triangle- Flashback-AP Timed Response) 

                     -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering 

novels, graphic novels, drama, short stories, and poetry. 

                     -Students will learn to implement an assortment of graphic organizers to include 

the ACES, Keyhole, and Umbrella planners to organize their writing across all genres. 

                      -Students will write timed essays responding to AP exam style prompts that 

demonstrate close reading skills and analyze understanding of theme and writer’s craft.  

 

                       The Iliad by Homer (excerpt) 

                            (Week 6-Close Reading Activity-Vocabulary analysis) 

                     -Students will become familiar with a variety of poems from different eras and 

poets, and learn a variety of poetry terms  

                    -Students will analyze and explore a poem’s meaning and the effect of poetic 

devices. 



 

Poems:  It Feels a Shame to be Alive by Emily Dickinson   

                             (Week 7 –Timed AP ACES Response) 

                     -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering 

novels, graphic novels, drama, short stories, and poetry. 

                     -Students will learn to implement an assortment of graphic organizers to include 

the ACES, Keyhole, and Umbrella planners to organize their writing across all genres. 

                     -Students will write timed essays responding to AP exam style prompts that 

demonstrate close reading skills and analyze understanding of theme and writer’s craft. 

                     -Student will peer edit, conference with the teacher, and revise and their work 

utilizing the aforementioned as well as self-evaluation through rubrics/scoring scales (AP, 

teacher created, or class created 

 

               Lucky Man by Emerson, Lake, and Palmer 

                             (Week 7- Literary criticism) 

                  -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering 

novels, graphic novels, drama, short stories, and poetry. 

 

              The Courage of Shutting Up by Sylvia Plath 

                            (Week 8-Compare Dickinson/Plath- Common Themes) 

                   -Students will read and analyze significant works of literature and use these works 

to prepare for the open-essay exam question.  

 

              Closer to the Heart by Lee, Lifeson, and Peart  

                           (Week 9- lyric interpretation) 

                   -Students will analyze and explore a poem’s meaning and the effect of poetic 

devices 

 

              When a Man Hath No Freedom to Fight by Lord Byron 

                         (Week 9- lyric interpretation) 



                   -Students will become familiar with a variety of poems from different eras and 

poets, and learn a variety of poetry terms  

 

Media: Famous Battles: The Battle of Thermopylae-A&E 

             300 – The film directed by Zack Snyder 

              Lucky Man by Emerson, Lake, and Palmer 

Major Assignments: Compare/ Contrast Essay -Genres- 300 (graphic novel) 

                                     & Gates of Fire (novel) 

                       -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering 

novels, graphic novels, drama, short stories, and poetry. 

                     -Students will learn to implement an assortment of graphic organizers to include 

the ACES, Keyhole, and Umbrella planners to organize their writing across all genres. 

                      -Students will write timed essays responding to AP exam style prompts that 

demonstrate close reading skills and analyze understanding of theme and writer’s craft.  

 

                                    Timed writing prompt-Paired Poem -Courage of Shutting Up & Alive 

                        -Students will develop strategies for finding their “voice” in their writing. 

                        -Students will improve their skills in answering multiple-choice questions based 

on prose and poetry texts, and through various test taking strategies. 

 

                                    Timed writing prompt-Analysis- Flashback-An Occurrence at Owl Creek 

                           -Students will write timed essays responding to AP exam style prompts that 

demonstrate close reading skills and analyze understanding of theme and writer’s craft.  

 

 

                                    Summative Assessment: DBQ- Education in Sparta: Did the            

                                                                                 Strengths Outweigh the Weaknesses? 

                                                                                  (Week 9- 5 Paragraph Persuasive Essay)                                                                                                  



                         -Students will complete a document based research paper to coincide with their 

unit on Sparta.  

                         -Students will learn to implement an assortment of graphic organizers to include 

the ACES, Keyhole, and Umbrella planners to organize their writing across all genres. 

                         -Students will write timed essays responding to AP exam style prompts that 

demonstrate close reading skills and analyze understanding of theme and writer’s craft.  

                        -Students will develop strategies for finding their “voice” in their writing.  

                       -Student will peer edit, conference with the teacher, and revise and their work 

utilizing the aforementioned as well as self-evaluation through rubrics/scoring scales (AP, 

teacher created, or class created)  

 

 

Unit 2-Post-Apocalyptic Unit 

 

Novel:  The Road by Cormac McCarthy (class set) 

              (Weeks 10-16-Independent Reading Response Booklet) 

                          -Students will read and analyze significant works of literature and use these 

works to prepare for the open-essay exam question.  

                         -Students will learn and practice annotating text 

                         -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering 

novels, drama, short stories, and poetry. 

 

Short Stories: The Stand by Stephen King (excerpt) (Post –Apocalyptic Resources) 

                        -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering 

novels, drama, short stories, and poetry. 

 

                         The Gunslinger by Stephen King (excerpt) (PA Resources) 

               (Week 10- Compare/Contrast –The Stand & Gunslinger) 

                       -Students will read and analyze significant works of literature and use these works 

to prepare for the open-essay exam question.  



 

                         There Will Come Soft Rains by Ray Bradbury (class set & PH Platinum) 

               (Week 11-Literary Analysis- Bradbury’s Vision of the Apocalypse) 

-Student will find and define new vocabulary words and keep these in a 

notebook. This notebook will be utilized when completing reading and writing 

assignments, including revision activities.   

 

                          The Myth of Sisyphus by Albert Camus (PDF Desktop) 

                (Week 12-Camus & McCarthy- shared Vision?) 

                      -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering 

novels, graphic novels, drama, short stories, and poetry. 

                     -Students will learn to implement an assortment of graphic organizers to include 

the ACES, Keyhole, and Umbrella planners to organize their writing across all genres. 

                      -Students will write timed essays responding to AP exam style prompts that 

demonstrate close reading skills and analyze understanding of theme and writer’s craft.  

    

                         By the Waters of Babylon by Stephen Vincent Benet (PH Platinum) 

               (Week 12- Literary Analysis- Benet’s Vision of the Apocalypse) 

                      - Students will develop strategies for finding their “voice” in their writing. 

                       -Students will learn and practice annotating text  

 

                        A Rose for Emily by William Faulkner (Perrine’s) 

                      -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering 

novels, graphic novels, drama, short stories, and poetry. 

 

Poems:            The Wasteland by T.S.Eliot (What the Thunder Said) (PDF) 

                (Week 11-Close Reading Activity-tone & narrative pace) 

                     -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering 

novels, graphic novels, drama, short stories, and poetry. 



                     -Students will become familiar with a variety of poems from different eras and 

poets, and learn a variety of poetry terms                                                                                          --     

                     -Students will learn the function of figurative language within poetry or prose.  

 

                         Snow White and the Seven Deadly Sins by R.S. Gwynn (See T. Tucker) 

                (Week 12- Sensory Images) 

                    - Students will develop strategies for finding their “voice” in their writing. 

 

                         Hard Rain by Bob Dylan (Dylan –desktop) 

                (Week 13-Literary analysis) 

                       -Students will become familiar with a variety of poems from different eras and 

poets, and learn a variety of poetry terms  

                      -Students will analyze and explore a poem’s meaning and the effect of poetic 

devices 

    

                        The Road to Hell by Chris Rea (You Tube) 

                 (Week 13- Tone) 

                       -Students will become familiar with a variety of poems from different eras and 

poets, and learn a variety of poetry terms  

                      -Students will analyze and explore a poem’s meaning and the effect of poetic 

devices 

   

                        Because I Could Not Stop for Death by Emily Dickinson (PDF) 

                      -Students will become familiar with a variety of poems from different eras and 

poets, and learn a variety of poetry terms  

 

Drama: The Sunset Limited by Cormac McCarthy     

                (Weeks 16-18-ACES AP Timed Response) 

Media: Hard Rain by Bob Dylan 



             Sympathy for the Devil (song) by Jagger and Richards 

             The Road to Hell (song) by Chris Rea 

             The Road (film excerpt) by Cormac McCarthy 

             Time Enough at Last- Twilight Zone (excerpt) 

             Sunset Limited (film)–HBO-Samuel Jackson & Tommy Lee Jones 

   Major Assignments: Timed writing prompt-Poetry Analysis-Hard Rain 

                           -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering 

novels, graphic novels, drama, short stories, and poetry. 

                     -Students will learn to implement an assortment of graphic organizers to include 

the ACES, Keyhole, and Umbrella planners to organize their writing across all genres. 

                      -Students will write timed essays responding to AP exam style prompts that 

demonstrate close reading skills and analyze understanding of theme and writer’s craft. 

                                         Timed writing prompt-Prose- Analysis-The Sunset Limited 

                     -Students will learn to implement an assortment of graphic organizers to include 

the ACES, Keyhole, and Umbrella planners to organize their writing across all genres. 

                      -Students will write timed essays responding to AP exam style prompts that 

demonstrate close reading skills and analyze understanding of theme and writer’s craft. 

 

                                         Character Analysis-The Road-The Man & The Boy 

                      -Students will develop strategies for finding their “voice” in their writing. 

                      -Students will learn and practice annotating text  

 

                                         Compare/Contrast-The Road & The Sunset Limited                      

                      -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering 

novels, graphic novels, drama, short stories, and poetry. 

 

 

Unit 3- The Human Condition 

Novel- Frankenstein by Mary Shelley 



            (Weeks 19-27- Character Analysis) 

       -Students will read and analyze significant works of literature and use these works to 

prepare for the open-essay exam question.  

      -Students will learn and practice annotating text 

      -Students will keep a binder to include a reader’s notebook in which they write various 

ideas, notes, generalizations, and specific details related to the works the class is studying.  

      -Student will find and define new vocabulary words and keep these in a notebook. This 

notebook will be utilized when completing reading and writing assignments, including revision 

activities.   

 

            Frankenstein (graphic novel) Adaptation of Shelley 

            (Week 19-20 Compare/Contrast) 

        -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering novels, 

graphic novels, drama, short stories, and poetry. 

        -Students will become familiar with a variety of poems from different eras and poets, and 

learn a variety of poetry terms  

 

Short Stories: The Tell-Tale Heart by Edgar Allen Poe 

                (Week 21-Tone, narrative pace, and diction) 

                         The Fruit at the Bottom of the Bowl by Ray Bradbury 

                (Week 21-Tone, mood, and suspense-AP timed Response) 

            -Students will learn to implement an assortment of graphic organizers to include the 

ACES, Keyhole, and Umbrella planners to organize their writing across all genres. 

            -Students will write timed essays responding to AP exam style prompts that 

demonstrate close reading skills and analyze understanding of theme and writer’s craft. 

 

                         Cathedral by Raymond Carver 

                (Week 22 Character Analysis) 

        -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering novels, 

graphic novels, drama, short stories, and poetry. 



 

                         Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man by James Joyce (excerpt) 

                 (Week 23 -Sensory Images- Hell) 

             -Students will become familiar with a variety of poems from different eras and poets, 

and learn a variety of poetry terms  

             -Students will analyze and explore a poem’s meaning and the effect of poetic devices 

             -Students will improve their skills in answering multiple-choice questions based on 

prose and poetry texts, and through various test taking strategies. 

 

 

 Harrison Bergeron by Kurt Vonnegut 

                (Week 24-Narrator’s Voice) 

              -Students will become familiar with a variety of poems from different eras and poets, 

and learn a variety of poetry terms  

               -Students will develop strategies for finding their “voice” in their writing.  

 

        Poems: Some Keep the Sabbath Going to Church by Emily Dickinson 

                 (Week 25- Tone & Voice) 

               

               -Students will become familiar with a variety of poems from different eras and poets, 

and learn a variety of poetry terms  

               -Students will develop strategies for finding their “voice” in their writing 

               -Students will analyze and explore a poem’s meaning and the effect of poetic devices 

 

              Castoff Skin by Ruth Whitman 

         (Week 25-Symbol & Metaphor) 

                 -Students will analyze and explore a poem’s meaning and the effect of poetic devices  

      -Students will learn the function of figurative language within poetry or prose. 



              Ozymandias by Percy Bysshe Shelley 

                   (Week 26- Allusion & Consonance) 

              -Students will analyze and explore a poem’s meaning and the effect of poetic devices  

  -Students will learn the function of figurative language within poetry or prose. 

    

              She Walks in Beauty by Lord Byron 

                    (Week 27- Allusion, Tone & Diction) 

             -Students will become familiar with a variety of poems from different eras and poets, 

and learn a variety of poetry terms  

             -Students will analyze and explore a poem’s meaning and the effect of poetic devices 

             -Students will improve their skills in answering multiple-choice questions based on 

prose and poetry texts, and through various test taking strategies. 

 

              Subdivisions by Lee, Lifeson, and Peart 

                 (Week 27- Tone & Metaphor) 

          -Students will become familiar with a variety of poems from different eras and poets, 

and learn a variety of poetry terms  

             -Students will analyze and explore a poem’s meaning and the effect of poetic devices 

 

              Worm Either Way by David Herbert Lawrence 

                (Week 27-Metaphor) 

              -Students will analyze and explore a poem’s meaning and the effect of poetic devices  

  -Students will learn the function of figurative language within poetry or prose. 

    

 

Drama: Hamlet: The Prince of Denmark by Shakespeare (see CR activity in PD module) 

               (Week 24-27) 



           -Student will find and define new vocabulary words and keep these in a notebook. This 

notebook will be utilized when completing reading and writing assignments, including revision 

activities.   

          -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering novels, 

graphic novels, drama, short stories, and poetry  

          -Student will peer edit, conference with the teacher, and revise and their work utilizing 

the aforementioned as well as self-evaluation through rubrics/scoring scales (AP, teacher 

created, or class created)  

         -Students will formally present ideas and lessons to classmates on selected topics in 

literature and poetry.  

         -Students will improve their skills in answering multiple-choice questions based on prose 

and poetry texts, and through various test taking strategies. 

         -Students will learn to perfect their sentences through in-context grammar and structure 

lessons derived from their own writing.  

          -Students will be arranged in a Kagan cooperative learning environment in order to 

facilitate group discussions and peer editing. 

 

 

Media: Subdivisions by Rush 

             Hamlet (film)–Warner Bros. 

Major Assignments:  Compare/Contrast- Poe & Bradbury 

            -Students will learn to implement an assortment of graphic organizers to include the 

ACES, Keyhole, and Umbrella planners to organize their writing across all genres. 

            -Students will write timed essays responding to AP exam style prompts that 

demonstrate close reading skills and analyze understanding of theme and writer’s craft.  

             -Students will develop strategies for finding their “voice” in their writing.  

             -Student will peer edit, conference with the teacher, and revise and their work utilizing 

the aforementioned as well as self-evaluation through rubrics/scoring scales (AP, teacher 

created, or class created)  

     

                             Timed Writing-Portrait of the Artist as 



                               a Young Man (excerpt) See CR activity in AP –Tucker  

             -Students will learn to implement an assortment of graphic organizers to include the 

ACES, Keyhole, and Umbrella planners to organize their writing across all genres. 

            -Students will write timed essays responding to AP exam style prompts that 

demonstrate close reading skills and analyze understanding of theme and writer’s craft.  

             -Students will develop strategies for finding their “voice” in their writing.  

             -Student will peer edit, conference with the teacher, and revise and their work utilizing 

the aforementioned as well as self-evaluation through rubrics/scoring scales (AP, teacher 

created, or class created)  

 

                              Argumentative Essay-Hamlet 

            -Students will learn to implement an assortment of graphic organizers to include the 

ACES, Keyhole, and Umbrella planners to organize their writing across all genres. 

            -Students will write timed essays responding to AP exam style prompts that 

demonstrate close reading skills and analyze understanding of theme and writer’s craft.  

             -Students will develop strategies for finding their “voice” in their writing.  

             -Student will peer edit, conference with the teacher, and revise and their work utilizing 

the aforementioned as well as self-evaluation through rubrics/scoring scales (AP, teacher 

created, or class created)  

 

                                      Literary Analysis-Shelley’s Frankenstein 

             -Students will write timed essays responding to AP exam style prompts that 

demonstrate close reading skills and analyze understanding of theme and writer’s craft.  

             -Students will develop strategies for finding their “voice” in their writing.  

             -Student will peer edit, conference with the teacher, and revise and their work utilizing 

the aforementioned as well as self-evaluation through rubrics/scoring scales (AP, teacher 

created, or class created)  

 

 

Unit 4- The Dust Bowl Unit 



Novels: Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck 

              (Weeks 27-36) 

       -Students will read and analyze significant works of literature and use these works to 

prepare for the open-essay exam question.  

      -Students will learn and practice annotating text 

      -Students will keep a binder to include a reader’s notebook in which they write various 

ideas, notes, generalizations, and specific details related to the works the class is studying.  

      -Student will find and define new vocabulary words and keep these in a notebook. This 

notebook will be utilized when completing reading and writing assignments, including revision 

activities.   

 

              The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck (excerpt) 

              (Week 28- Tone, Imagery & Diction) 

      -Students will read and analyze significant works of literature and use these works to 

prepare for the open-essay exam question.  

 

Short Stories:  Out of the Dust by Karen Hesse (excerpt) 

               (Week 29- Tone, Imagery & Diction) 

           -Student will find and define new vocabulary words and keep these in a notebook. This 

notebook will be utilized when completing reading and writing assignments, including revision 

activities.   

          -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering novels, 

graphic novels, drama, short stories, and poetry  

 

                      A Good Man Is Hard to Find by Flannery O’Connor 

                (Week 29- Tone & Narrative Pace) 

             -Students will become familiar with a variety of poems from different eras and poets, 

and learn a variety of poetry terms  

             -Students will analyze and explore a poem’s meaning and the effect of poetic devices 

 



 

                      The Rocking Horse Winner by D.H. Lawrence 

                  (Week 30- Symbol & Metaphor) 

      -Students will read and analyze significant works of literature and use these works to 

prepare for the open-essay exam question.  

      -Students will learn and practice annotating text 

        -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering novels, 

drama, short stories, and poetry. 

 

 The Foghorn by Ray Bradbury 

                 (Week 30- Tone) 

      -Students will read and analyze significant works of literature and use these works to 

prepare for the open-essay exam question.  

      -Students will learn and practice annotating text 

        -Students will become familiar with a variety of literary styles while considering novels, 

drama, short stories, and poetry. 

 

Poems: Mother to Son by Langston Hughes 

            (Week 31- Symbol & Metaphor) 

       -Students will analyze and explore a poem’s meaning and the effect of poetic devices 

       -Students will learn the function of figurative language within poetry or prose.  

 

              Copperhead Road by Steve Earle 

           (Week 31- Allusion) 

                -Students will analyze and explore a poem’s meaning and the effect of poetic devices 

                -Students will learn the function of figurative language within poetry or prose.  

 

Farewell to the Farm by Robert Louis Stevenson 



               Fear by Hart Crane 

               The Trees by Lee, Lifeson, and Peart 

Media: Copperhead Road (song) by Steve Earle 

             The Trees by Lee, Lifeson, and Peart 

            The Dust Bowl by Ken Burns-Documentary 

Major Assignments-Character Analysis-Of Mice and Men-Lennie & George 

                                   Timed Writing-Poetry-Mother to Son by Langston Hughes 

                                   Timed Writing-Prose-The Rocking Horse Winner 

                                   DBQ-What Caused the Dust Bowl? 

 

AP Final Review –Timed Writing – Poetry and Prose 

 

Grading 

Scale:  

A = 90 – 100% 

B = 80 – 89% 

C = 70 – 79% 

D = 60 – 69% 

F = <60%   

 

 

Weighting: 

Final -10% 

Tests - 40% 

DBQs - 25% 

Homework / In-Class – 25% 

 

 

Sign and Return:  

 I (parent/guardian name),    

     , have read the 

AP Literature Syllabus with my student (student 

name),       

  , and understand the expectations of 

the class. I understand what my student is expected 

to do and accomplish during the 2020 – 2021 school 

year. I also understand that I may reach Mr. Jones at 

any time at school or through email.  

Parent / Guardian Signature: 

        

  Date:        

Student’s Signature: 

        

  Date:       



Please provide a working phone number and/or 

email address if one is not already on file. 

        

       

       

      

AP Literature 

 I (parent/guardian name),    

     , understand 

that the  AP Literature class offered in the Spring 

2018 semester will contain mature themes and adult 

language and subject matter and give permission for 

my student,       

    , to participate in the 

class. I understand what my student is expected to 

do and accomplish during the 2020– 2021school 

year, and realize that attendance is mandatory. With 

that being said, a student may not miss more than 

seven (7) days per semester. If the student misses 

more than that, he will be taken out of the class.  I 

also understand that the school reserves the right to 

remove my student from the AP Literature class for 

any reason and will contact me before removal. I 

also understand that the AP model is a two year 

commitment and that students enrolled in AP 

Literature will be enrolled in AP Language the 

following year. 

Parent / Guardian Signature: 

        

  Date:        



               

                       

 

                                       

                                      

 

 

                   

 

 

                              

 

 

                         

                

 

 

         

 

  

 


